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165 Water....
As soon as butler saw the pillows instead of Liu Juan, he immediately pressed the
emergency button the siren echoed in the whole villa and all the exit doors of the villa
were closed. All the bodyguards became alert and rushed towards the hall.
Bo Xiao who was getting ready all of a sudden heard the siren, he rushed to Liu Juan's
room as his intuition was telling him that Liu Juan was in problem.
As he expected, as soon as he reached at the entrance of her room, the butler came and
worriedly said: "Master Bo, Liu Juan is not in her room."
Bo Xiao immediately strode inside her room and saw pillows on the bed.
"Master Bo, it seems that somebody has kidnapped her." The butler's voice came from
behind.
Kidnap!
Who had dared to enter in this villa without the permission of Bo Xiao?
No one!
So, the only thing which seemed to be correct was Liu Juan had run away!

"Check all the security cameras of this villa and call the orphanage to check on Liu
Juan's sister." Bo Xiao nonchalantly said and left the room.
Butler didn't understand why Bo Xiao wanted to check on Liu Juan's sister. Did Bo
Xiao mean that Liu Juan ran away? How could it be possible? How could a little girl
who had just arrived a week ago was able to run away?
Nevertheless, the butler didn't dare to question Bo Xiao's thinking and therefore, he did
as Bo Xiao said.
Soon, the butler got the information that Liu Juan's sister, Liu Ruolan, was also
missing from the orphanage. When he heard this information, his mind went blank as
how it was possible? The distance between this villa and the orphanage was far then
how was Liu Juan able to reach orphanage and take away her sister as well?

Wasn't she only six years old?
However, this was not surprising for Bo Xiao. He somehow expected this thing from
Liu Juan and she didn't disappoint Bo Xiao.
Nevertheless, Bo Xiao couldn't allow her to run away just like that?
She was his responsibility as their boss had given her to him to care take of her and to
train her and he couldn't overlook his responsibilities.
Therefore, he checked all the security cameras of the villa and found that Liu Juan had
used the secret door to get out of the villa.
Lucky girl!
Afterwards, he hacked the security camera around the orphanage and found that an old
man took both the girls with him. After some more research, he found that the old man
was Mr Jin, who was famous in human tracking and other illegal works. However, Mr
Jin was the one who worked under Bo Xiao as well.
"Find out where is Mr Jin?" Bo Xiao said and left for his room.
--When Mr Jin reached towards Liu Ruolan, he saw that Liu Juan had run far away. Mr
Jin wanted to chase after her, however, Liu Ruolan held his leg and stopped him.
"Leave me...You bit**h…" Mr Jin said angrily while kicking Liu Ruolan. However,
Liu Ruolan didn't lose her grip at any cost.
She thought that if Liu Juan would run away, she would be safe and sound. However,
Liu Ruolan didn't know then that was the biggest mistake she had made and this
incident would change their life.
After a few minutes, he looked up and saw that Liu Juan had disappeared from his
sights. He was so frustrated and angry that he started beating Liu Ruolan until he
vented out his anger on her.
Liu Ruolan's fragile body couldn't handle it anymore and she passed out.
Afterwards, Mr Jin held dragged her by lifting her right hand towards his car and
threw her in his car truck and drove off.

Since he couldn't go to the place where he was supposed to, he stopped his car in front
of a cheap hotel.
Liu Ruolan was the bad condition so Mr Jin couldn't take her inside the hotel like this.
However, he couldn't leave in the car because she was still conscious and asking for
water in a weak voice.
Then all of a sudden an idea popped up in his mind.
He got down from his car and went behind the car. He opened the trunk of the car.
Liu Ruolan was lying there in pain and whispering for water. When she heard the
sound of trunk opening and then a ray of light fell on her face as if a ray of hope.
"W-w-wat-water." Liu Ruolan said in a raspy voice. The pain was so unbearable for
her that she wanted to die.
"Ohhh… so you want water. Wait...I will give you water…"
Then he unzipped his pants and pee on her face.
Liu Ruolan smell that it was disgusting, so she turned her face to the other side.
"Ha ...ha….ha.. Drink… Drink … you want water...here...drink this…"
--Editor-SK.

